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This paper present a modem numerical method, implemented in a TUI-code named MacDSP, for
solving any set of differential equations and in particular phenomenological accidental dynamic
calculations The speed efficiency of such an appmach, thanks to the use of the hybrid-level
power offered by C+ and an ad-hoc design, make it possible to construct the first kid of a family
of real time simulator employing the video games technology DirectXTm : Lady Godiva Real Time
Simulator.
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1. Introduction 2. Method

In order to solve non-standard flux problems posed by its For the time being, MacDSP can handle general non-linear
customers, GALINEO, the newly created scientific first order differential stiff set of equations like
engineering within the MILLENNIUM group, has developed dsi
among other applications, a flexible multi-purpose system. 77- (Di(tsi) ij- [,..,N] (1)

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate its applicability to
the domain of accidental dynamic calculations in nuclear with lsi)the N dependent variables and J(Di), N non-linear
area, and to give substance to the idea of Research/Industry (but non-singular) functions. The algorithm used to solve (1)
transfer made by engineers trained in the high technology is an adaptative RK-like one. It's capability to solve very
atmosphere of French Nuclear Industry. quickly any stiff set of ODE of medium order 20) make it

Our approach, in the name of MacDSP for Masked possible to construct a family of realistic real time simulators
compilation of Differential Stiff Problems, can be as exemplified in the following.
synthesized as being a direct (and fast) numerical solution of MacDSP runs on PC platform, is written in C+ idiom,
evolutionary equations of neutrons population thanks to the makes use of the best practice in scientific object-oriented
conjunction of very efficient numerical algorithms and high design, and turns TNT framework to good account (use of
speed computing on low cost desk platform. linear algebra objects, LU-decomposition and solving, ... ).

This system can serve the exploration of a large variety of MacDSP is a GUI application that consist in several
phenomenological models ad have practically no limit in Textual User Interface JUI) containing the input data
the field of point kinetic reactor because the coupling (initial value of state variables, time integration domain and
between neutron field and others fields like thermal one or step parameters, ...), set of ODE, associated Jacobian vector
stress one can be handled by reduction of Partial Differential and Hessian matrix.
Equation (PDE) to a set of multi-points or linear oscillators
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) as Kolesov et al.1) in CoTimik Model
their 1997 FKBN-VNIEFF (Sarov) metal assembly accident (DLL)
rebuilding have exemplified.

As a sequel of this work upon fast numerical differentia I J i d In" '.
solver, it was tempting to create a Real Time Simulator Hessian
(RTS). After performances and data availability ------
verifications, our scientific code development team decided ----- Solver

(EXE)to numerically revive the so-called highly enriched uranium SC Il IC ----
metal equipment nicknamed Lady Godiva. I S

Fig. I MacDSP's flow overview.

The Input data are written in an ASCII file, the ODE set
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Library (DLL). These files are addressed by the numerical The model showed by Figure 2 is among the simplest ones,
solver (standard EXE) which execute the algorithm and ie a Fuchs-Hansen like with heat coupling via surrounding,
spool at the end an output ASCII file in a standard column that of a divergent equipment symbolized by the ODE set
format for use in various visualization tool (in particular below:
Graphlt!, developed by our team based upon a free LIB 3) on dP m.t-P-f.(E(t)-Eo)
the WWW). P(t)+± xipi(t)'

One of the particularities of our system consists, beyond its d t A
simplicity, in its versatility: one digital framework and many m#O if O<t<T
domains of applications thanks to the possibility of masked dpi _XP,(t)+ P, p(t)
compilation. In fact, a specialist can exert it's expertise by (2)
modifying parts in the entire physical model while it is also _TF A
possible in a less expert use to simply modify the data or dE
parameters of a particular model. The management of data dt =P(t)-g.(E(t)-Eo)

files and model files is natively coded so that it is easy to where P is the power generated, E the energy, the six
recover an old case study. power-equivalent delayed groups, in is the reactivity

At first sight, it seems that the major domain limitation of insertion rate, f an over-all counter-reaction coefficient, g an
such a method in physics applications is the necessity to put er-all thermal coupling with surroundings, and other
the problem at hand as a set of ODE. In fact, Kolesov et al.') ov
have demonstrated the possibility with this approach to solve symbols the standard ones.
a coupled neutron dynamic/then-nal propagation problem by Note that it is possible with MacDSP to code directly an if
the use of a tricky mult�points approximation to the heat then-else statement or over C-language like statements since
transport PDE part. In their approach, the neutron kinetics the model is handled by a parser before d -compilation.
equations are, more classically, extended with additional The results of a run can be visualized by a general purpose
'groups' in order to take account of environment reflections, graphic application named GraphIt! screenshoted in Figure 3

the parameters of which are obtained by the use of a general below.
purpose Monte Carlo code.

Um I
Ftf�

3. Application

The phenomenological codes developed around the world
for the treatment of industrial or research criticality accidents
are often dedicated to a specific fissile object phase, like
solutions (liquids), metals, wetted powders or heterogeneous
medium in the point reactor theoretic frame. MacDSP can in
principle treat in a unified way all these phases by the
upstream mathematical formulation of at hand problem in a
ODE form. In a sense, MacDSP is a platform for testing toy-
models, for building preliminary code versions and even, if
encapsulated, for generating numbers in safety studies.

MacDSP, as a general solver, can also usefully serve the
phenomenologist in his model's identification work by
making easier the parametric studies once the cori -- I

phenomenological model has been found. Fig. 3 Graphlt!'s GUI graphical results of model 2)).
A screenshot of MacDSP's TUI interface is showed below:

As another example, let's see how the without delayed
neutrons problem of one group neutronic mechanically
coupled with a ID oscillator can be handled.
The evolutionary equations are:

dP Po-P-f.(uQ)-uo)
PW7t A

d'u
2 dE=p(ttT+(O U(t)= g.E(t) , (3)

d t Y

P'" ir, The formal analytical solution of second order displacement
equation is the convolution integral below:s�

Fig. 2 MaeDSP's GUL U(t)= 9 ,fsin[ 0#-'r)1_E(r)dr
( 0
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In the case of very large mechanical inertia, Shabalin 4) components and oscilloscope-like traces of principal state
showed that the oscillator displacement variable u(t) can be variables (power, energy, temperature, reactivity).
written as the triple integral below:

U(0=9.fd4d'r-fdr-P(r`)
0 0 0

so that the h-order system 3) can be synthesized in the
formula:

PO-0-f UWR = R.R with R(t)= (4)
A

where one dot means one time-differentiation.
Thanks to a first integral of 4) in the form of

... R2 f
R = R.�- _ gR

2 A
the system 3 can be rewritten for MacDSP in the
computationaly very efficient P _order set of ODE:

�=R(t)p(t), p (t) Fig. Simulator interface.
A

12f.9 R(t We hope that there will be as many numerical burst as the
P(t)-A- ) EW) number of participants of this conference...

A A
This model can treat explosive expansion regime in fast 5. Perspectives
metal equipment.

Scientific simulation has proven its relevance for a long
4. Lady Godiva simulator time in giving good numbers for use in engineering purpose

at a broad level, and we think that there is also now a new
Due to the speed efficiency of calculation algorithm coded possible use in high-level technical training via te

in MacDSP, maximum of 13 nis CPU to calculate a 'real' conjunction of computer science technology diffusion and
40 ins time interval, it was conceivable to build a real time industrial context knowledge.
simulator. Our choice fall onto the simplest phase and the It is planed to make MacDSP resolve stiff systems of
widely known experimental equipment to begin, namely the Delay Differential Equations (DDE) in order to treat
Godiva I pulsed reactor. dynamical problem with partial memory forgetting.

We employed the C+Builder IDE from Borland to make A forthcoming boiling equipment simulator is also planed
the job because of: once the phenomenological model able to reproduce some

- high velocity of Borland's C+ compiler, known equipment will be ready to be coded.
- possibility to create our own object-components,
- natural embedding of DirectX video game technology. References
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A screenshot of the simulator is given hereafter showing 3) R. Hong, "TgraphWin Component for C+ BUILDER

on the bottom the control panel with handles (upper and ver 20 

lower spheres sections, control rod), the reactivity insertion Contact: hong�hpl.crestech.ca

rate control, and the burst rod red button with its transparent

hood. The blue area serves to accelerate the simulation in 4) E.P. Shabalin "Fast Pulsed and Burst Reactor", Pergamon

order to restart promptly. At the right of the interface is Press - I st edition, 1979.

positioned the restitution panel composed of LED-like
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